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Mount Hamilton, California 



ShaneAO - installed at the telescope! 
April, 2014 
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The purpose of this talk and this meeting 

•  The ShaneAO system saw first light in April, 2014 
–  Demonstrated excellent Strehl performance across the near 

IR bands 
–  The next obvious step is to add the new guide star laser, 

which is planned for the Spring of 2015. 
–  There is presently an ongoing effort to improve the ease of 

operations and expand observational flexibility 

•  I propose that we take this meeting opportunity to set 
both near and long-term goals for further 
collaborative development that will maximize 
published science output from the system.  



The Competition 
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Plans 
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ShaneAO Near Term 
Development Plans 

•  Laser Guide Star – by mid semester A 2015 
–  Funded project to deploy a fiber laser to replace the dye laser 

–  5-10x brighter guide star. 

•  "Wind-Predictive" Control 
–  Enhance wavefront control by incorporating atmospheric wind models. 

–  Two grad students involved: Alex Rudy, Srikar Srinath; in collaboration 
with Lisa Poyneer at LLNL 

–  Leading to 30x mode - pressing to visible λ AO 
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Laboratory for Adaptive Optics 
UCO/Lick Observatory 



The objective is reliable and 
efficient science output  

1.  Observing prep 
–  Exposure calculator 
–  NGS selector 

2.  Data pipeline 
–  Bad pixels remediation 
–  Field distortion compensation 
–  Photometric calibration 
–  Help pages, software distribution and 

sharing 
3.  Operation 

–  Efficient acquisition and lock on target 
–  Field steering accuracy 
–  Nod along slit accuracy 
–  Long exposure track accuracy 
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4.  Repairs need to be done 
–  Various items need attention 

•  ShARCS aperture wheel 
•  NGS field steer mechanisms 
•  TTS filter wheel 

5.  Improving access 
–  Remote ops including LGS 

mode 
–  Lower zenith angle limit 
–  More nights assigned to LGS 



First Light Pictures 
and PSF performance 
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SDSS 
ShaneAO/ShARCS 

Planetary Nebula IC 2003 

Star cluster M92 

Diffraction-limit (note the Airy rings) everywhere in this 28 arcsec field 
Hundreds of stars 

Uranus, moons, rings 
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BrG in Ks (λ2.17µ) Fe II in H (λ1.64µ) Ch4 in J (λ1.18µ) J band seeing 

0.5” 

Ks H J 

Internal calibration H band On-Sky H band 

Airy core 
forming 

Strehl 



Sensitivity 
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Summary of performance, current system J-band H-band Ks-band 

Summary Throughput 16.6% 14.7% 16.9%   top of atmosphere to detected photons 

Summary Emission 16.5 16.2 12.0   mag/band/as^2 

Point source sensitivity SNR=5 t=300s 21.31 20.9 18.77   mag 

Strehl 0.1 0.2 0.3 

Summary of performance, proposed new system J-band H-band Ks-band 

Summary Throughput 18.4% 20.3% 23.0%   top of atmosphere to detected photons 
Summary Emission 16.5 16.3 12.2   mag/band/as^2 
Point source sensitivity SNR=5 t=300s 22.93 22.49 20.10   mag 

Strehl 0.4 0.6 0.7 

Speed improvement (exp time to same mag pt src) 18 16 12   times faster than current system 



Keys to AO science performance 

•  High Strehl 
–  32x32 MEMS DM 
–  choice of 10 or 20 cm subaps with brighter LGS 

•  High optical throughput 
–  “Holy Grail” silver coatings 
–  Note: we’re ignoring K-long for now, which may require cooling. Cooling will 

require windows and throughput loss, plus additional expense. 

•  Improved QE of Hawaii RG detector: 80% vs 62% 
•  Very efficient observing sequences – open shutter time with the 

loop closed 
•  Reliable and consistent system 

–  Stable components and software system – high % uptime 
–  High mechanical stiffness – long exposures at the diffraction limit 
–  Graceful degradation and adaptive to changing seeing conditions 
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Uranus, Rings, Moons 

Click on the image - it’s a movie 
 Note the motion: rotating planet and orbiting moons 
 3 rings are resolved  
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Star cluster M92 

Diffraction-limit (note the Airy rings) everywhere in this 28 arcsec field 
Hundreds of stars 



Mt Hamilton Seeing 
•  Mt Hamilton seeing is anecdotally 1.25 to 1.5 arcseconds FWHM of star in 

mid visible (V-band) 
•  Years of data collection (from telescope guider cameras) seem to support this 
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Figure 1  Seeing data from the APF guider. Left, time series from one night’s observing 
with data taken every few seconds. Histogram of seeing for several months. Right average 
seeing on a monthly basis over the past year. 



ShaneAO can measure “free-seeing” 
independent of telescope and dome 

•  There is evidence that free seeing of the Mt. Hamilton site is 
much better than 1.25 arcsec, more like 0.7 arcsec 

•  We will be collecting seeing data every AO night 
•  Submitted a proposal to construct a seeing monitor – this will 

complement observing programs (e.g. PSF estimator) 
•  Future AO development at Lick may be impacted by results 
•  Future Mt Ham site use may be impacted by results 
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AO off 

AO correcting 
static aberration 



Bottom line: We want to work with 
you to make ShaneAO/ShARCS a 
productive science instrument 
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